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Abstract Existing evaluations of automated repair techniques focus on the fraction of the
defects for which the technique can produce a patch, the time needed to produce patches, and
how well patches generalize to the intended specification. However, these evaluations have
not focused on the applicability of repair techniques and the characteristics of the defects
that these techniques can repair. Questions such as “Can automated repair techniques repair
defects that are hard for developers to repair?” and “Are automated repair techniques less
likely to repair defects that involve loops?” have not, as of yet, been answered. To address
such questions, we annotate two large benchmarks totaling 409 C and Java defects in realworld software, ranging from 22K to 2.8M lines of code, with measures of the defect’s
importance, the developer-written patch’s complexity, and the quality of the test suite. We
then analyze relationships between these measures and the ability to produce patches for
the defects of seven automated repair techniques — AE, GenProg, Kali, Nopol, Prophet,
SPR, and TrpAutoRepair. We find that automated repair techniques are less likely to produce patches for defects that required developers to write a lot of code or edit many files,
or that have many tests relevant to the defect. Java techniques are more likely to produce
patches for high-priority defects. Neither the time it took developers to fix a defect nor
the test suite’s coverage correlate with the automated repair techniques’ ability to produce
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patches. Finally, automated repair techniques are less capable of fixing defects that require
developers to add loops and new function calls, or to change method signatures. These findings identify strengths and shortcomings of the state-of-the-art of automated program repair
along new dimensions. The presented methodology can drive research toward improving
the applicability of automated repair techniques to hard and important bugs.
Keywords Automated program repair · Repairability

1 Introduction
Automated program repair research has produced dozens of repair techniques that use a
buggy program and a specification of that program (without the bug) to produce a program
variant that satisfies the specification (Weimer et al. 2013; Jin et al. 2011; Bradbury and Jalbert 2010; Arcuri and Yao 2008; Carzaniga et al. 2013; Wei et al. 2010; Pei et al. 2014; Liu
and Zhang 2012; Jeffrey et al. 2009; Wilkerson et al. 2012; Perkins et al. 2009; Coker and
Hafiz 2013; Debroy and Wong 2010; Demsky et al. 2006; Orlov and Sipper 2011; Weimer
et al. 2009; Weimer et al. 2009; Le Goues et al. 2012a, b; Gopinath et al. 2011; Carbin
et al. 2011; Elkarablieh and Khurshid 2008; Qi et al. 2015; Dallmeier et al. 2009; Kim et al.
2013; Tan and Roychoudhury 2015; Nguyen et al. 2013; Sidiroglou and Keromytis 2005;
Qi et al. 2013; Mechtaev et al. 2015, 2016; Ke et al. 2015; Sidiroglou-Douskos et al. 2015;
Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; DeMarco et al. 2014; Jiang et al. 2016; Weiss et al. 2017; Le
et al. 2017). This specification is typically partial, e.g., a set of tests describing the desired
behavior. Due to the partial nature of the specification, patches that satisfy the written specification may not satisfy the intended, unwritten, full specification, and recent work has
evaluated the quality of the repairs produced by these techniques, finding that repairs often
break existing functionality (Brun et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2015; Qi et al. 2015; Martinez
et al. 2017). More recent techniques have produced higher-quality repairs that generalize to
the intended specification (Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Ke et al. 2015).
However, while research has evaluated whether patches can be produced and the quality
of those patches, prior work has not studied the defect characteristics that make automated
repair more applicable. This paper evaluates the kinds of defects for which automated repair
techniques produce patches, answering the question of whether existing techniques can
repair important defects, or defects that are hard for developers to repair. The same way
work on evaluating patch quality (Brun et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2015; Qi et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2017; Pei et al. 2014) has led to work on improving repair quality (Long and
Rinard 2015, 2016b; Ke et al. 2015), our intent is for this paper to lead to work on improving
the applicability of automated repair to hard-to-fix and critical defects. Repair techniques
have been evaluated in terms of how many defects they produce a patch for (e.g., Le Goues
et al. (2012a), Ke et al. (2015), Qi et al. (2015), and Kim et al. (2013)), how quickly they
produce patches (e.g., Le Goues et al. (2012a) and Weimer et al. (2013)), and the quality
of the patches they produce, such as developer-judged correctness (Qi et al. 2015; Long
and Rinard 2016b; Martinez et al. 2017), how many independent tests the patched programs pass (Brun et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2016), how maintainable the
patches are Fry et al. (2012), and how likely developers are to accept them (Kim et al. 2013).
Researchers have stressed the need to identify the classes of defects for which repair techniques work well (Monperrus 2014); however, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
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attempt to relate the importance or difficulty of a developer fixing a defect to the success of
automated repair.
The largest research challenge in determining how defect characteristics correlate with
automated repair technique success is obtaining a large dataset of real-world defects, annotated with characteristics of defect importance and complexity. To that end, we annotate
two widely used defect datasets — ManyBugs (Le Goues et al. 2015) consisting of 185 realworld defects in nine large C projects up to 2.8MLOC, and Defects4J (Just et al. 2014)
consisting of 357 real-world defects in five large Java projects up to 96KLOC — and make
these annotated datasets available for future evaluations.
Our study considers nine automated repair tools that implement seven automated repair
techniques (two pairs of tools implement the same technique for different languages). Six of
the techniques repair C programs: GenProg (Weimer et al. 2009; Le Goues et al. 2012a, b),
TrpAutoRepair (Qi et al. 2013), AE (Weimer et al. 2013), Kali (Qi et al. 2015), SPR (Long
and Rinard 2015), and Prophet (Long and Rinard 2016b). Three of the techniques repair Java
programs: Nopol (DeMarco et al. 2014), a Java reimplementation of GenProg (Martinez
et al. 2017), and a Java reimplementation of Kali (Martinez et al. 2017). We use results from
prior evaluations of these techniques on the ManyBugs and Defects4J datasets. GenProg,
TrpAutoRepair, and AE have been applied to all 185 ManyBugs defects (Le Goues et al.
2015). SPR, Prophet, and Kali have each been applied to 105 (a strict subset of the 185)
ManyBugs defects (Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Qi et al. 2015). Nopol, and the Java
versions of GenProg and Kali have been applied to 224 Defects4J defects (Martinez et al.
2017).
We identify and compute eleven unique abstract parameters recorded in most bug
tracking systems and source code repositories that relate to five defect characteristics: importance, independence, complexity, test effectiveness, and characteristics of the
developer-written patch. These parameters and characteristics form the basis of our evaluation, comprising the dataset and methodology that creators of new Java and C automated
repair tools can use to evaluate their tools. Our evaluation answers six research questions:
RQ1
RQ2
RQ3
RQ4
RQ5

RQ6

Importance: Is an automated repair technique’s ability to produce a patch for a defect
correlated with that defect’s importance?
Complexity: Is an automated repair technique’s ability to produce a patch for a defect
correlated with that defect’s complexity?
Test effectiveness: Is an automated repair technique’s ability to produce a patch for a
defect correlated with the effectiveness of the test suite used to repair that defect?
Independence: Is an automated repair technique’s ability to produce a patch for a
defect correlated with that defect’s dependence on other defects?
Characteristics of developer-written patches: What characteristics of the developerwritten patch for a defect are significantly associated with an automated repair
technique’s ability to produce a patch for that defect?
Patch quality: What defect characteristics are significantly associated with an
automated repair technique’s ability to produce a high-quality patch for that defect?

We find that:
RA1

Importance: Java repair techniques are moderately more likely to produce patches
for defects of a higher priority, while C repair techniques’ ability to produce a patch
for a defect does not correlate with defect priority. Further, Java and C repair techniques’ ability to produce a patch for a defect has little to no consistent correlation
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RA2

RA3

RA4

RA5

RA6

with the time taken by developer(s) to fix that defect and the number of software
versions affected by that defect. This suggests that automated repair is as likely to
produce a patch for a defect that takes developers a long time to fix as for a defect
that developers fix quickly.
Complexity: C repair techniques are less likely to produce patches for defects that
required developers to write more lines of code and edit more files to patch. However, the observed negative correlations are not consistently strong for all techniques,
suggesting that automated repair can still produce patches for some complex defects.
Further, for Java repair techniques, we do not observe a statistically significant
relationship of this kind.
Test effectiveness: Java repair techniques are less likely to produce patches for defects
with more triggering or more relevant tests, while C repair techniques’ ability to
produce a patch for a defect does not correlate with the number of triggering or
relevant tests. Further, Java and C repair techniques’ ability to produce a patch for a
defect has little to no consistent correlation with the statement coverage of the test
suite used to repair that defect.
Independence: Java repair techniques’ ability to produce a patch for a defect does not
correlate with that defect’s dependence on other defects. For the C repair techniques,
the data does not provide sufficient diversity to study the relationship between
repairability and defect independence.
Characteristics of developer-written patches: Java and C repair techniques struggle to produce patches for defects that required developers to insert loops or new
function calls, or change method signatures.
Patch quality: Only two of the considered repair techniques, Prophet and SPR, produce a sufficient number of high-quality patches to evaluate. These techniques were
less likely to produce patches for more complex defects, and they were even less
likely to produce correct patches.

The main contributions of this paper are:
–
–

–

–

A methodology for identifying eleven abstract parameters that map onto five defect
characteristics for evaluating automated repair applicability.
The publicly-released, partially manual and partially automated annotation of 409
defects within ManyBugs and Defects4J, two large benchmarks widely used for
evaluation of automated program repair.
A methodology for evaluating the applicability of automated program repair techniques using the ManyBugs and Defects4J defect annotations to encourage research to
develop techniques that repair more defects that are considered important and difficult
for developers to repair.
The evaluation of seven automated program repair techniques on 409 ManyBugs and
Defects4J defects, identifying how defect characteristics correlate with the techniques’
ability to produce patches, and high-quality patches.

Our extensions to the ManyBugs and Defects4J benchmarks and the scripts we have
used to automate deriving the data for those benchmarks are available at https://github.com/
LASER-UMASS/AutomatedRepairApplicabilityData/.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the repair techniques
and defect benchmarks we use in our evaluations. Section 3 outlines our experimental
methodology. Section 4 discusses our results and their implications. Section 5 presents the
threats to the validity of our analysis, and Section 6 places our work in the context of related
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research. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our contributions and future research directions
enabled by this work.

2 Subjects of Investigation
The goal of this paper is to evaluate if state-of-the-art automated repair techniques can
generate patches for defects that are important or difficult for developers to fix. This section
details the subjects our study investigated, in terms of the automated repair techniques, realworld defects, and the corresponding patch information. Section 3 explains the experimental
methodology that uses these subjects.

2.1 Automated Repair Techniques
Our study considers seven state-of-the-art automated repair techniques.
GenProg (Weimer et al. 2009; Le Goues et al. 2012a, b) is a generate-and-validate
repair technique. Such techniques create candidate patches, often using search-based
approaches (Harman 2007), and then validate them, typically through testing. GenProg
uses a genetic programming heuristic (Koza 1992) to search through the space of possible patches, mutating lines executed by failing test cases, either deleting them, inserting
lines of code from elsewhere in the program, or both to create new potential patches, and
crossover operators to combine patches. GenProg uses the test suite to select the best-fit
patch candidates and continues evolving them until it either finds a patch that passes all
tests, or until a specified timeout. GenProg targets general defects without focusing on a
specific class. GenProg was originally designed for C programs (Weimer et al. 2009; Le
Goues et al. 2012a, b), but has been reimplemented for Java (Martinez et al. 2017). This
paper differentiates these two implementations as GenProgC and GenProgJ.
TrpAutoRepair (Qi et al. 2013) (also published under the name RSRepair in “The
strength of random search on automated program repair” by Yuhua Qi, Xiaoguang Mao,
Yan Lei, Ziying Dai, and Chengsong Wang in the 2014 International Conference on Software Engineering; we refer to the original name in this paper) uses random search instead
of GenProg’s genetic programming to traverse the search space of candidate patches for C
programs. It uses heuristics to select the most informative test cases first, and stops running the suite once a test fails. TrpAutoRepair limits its patches to a single edit. It is more
efficient than GenProg in terms of time and test case evaluations (Qi et al. 2013). Similarly to GenProg, TrpAutoRepair targets general defects without focusing on a specific
class.
AE (Weimer et al. 2013) is a deterministic program repair technique that uses heuristic computation of program equivalence to prune the space of possible repairs, selectively
choosing which tests to use to validate intermediate patch candidates. AE uses the same
change operators as GenProg and TrpAutoRepair, but rather than using a genetic or randomized search algorithm, AE exhaustively searches through the space of all non-equivalent
k-distance edits. AE targets C programs, and, again, targets general defects without focusing
on a specific class.
Kali (Qi et al. 2015) is a simple generate-and-validate repair technique that only deletes
lines of code. It was originally designed to show that even this simple approach can sometimes produce patches that pass the available tests, but it has been shown that at times,
these patches are of high quality (Qi et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2017). Kali was originally
designed for C programs (Qi et al. 2015), but has been reimplemented for Java (Martinez
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et al. 2017). This paper differentiates these two implementations as KaliC and KaliJ. Kali
targets defects that can be patched strictly by removing functionality.
SPR (staged program repair) (Long and Rinard 2015) is a generate-and-validate repair
technique that uses a set of predefined, parameterized transformation schemas designed
to generate repairs for specific defect classes. SPR targets defects that can be repaired by
inserting or modifying conditional statements, initializing variables, replacing one variable
with another, replacing one invoked function with another, replacing one constant with
another, or inserts a statement from elsewhere in the program. Many of the schemas generate
conditions by first computing constraints over specific variable values needed for a repair
and then synthesizing logical expressions to satisfy those constraints. SPR uses the test
suite to validate the patches, targets C programs, and has been shown to find higher-quality
patches than GenProg (Long and Rinard 2015).
Prophet (Long and Rinard 2016b) explores single-edit potential patches, similarly to
TrpAutoRepair, and SPR’s transformation schemas. It prioritizes the schemas using models inferred from successful developer-written patches from open-source development. The
class of defects Prophet targets is the same as SPR’s. Prophet targets C programs and has
been shown to find higher-quality patches than GenProgC, AE, SPR, and KaliC (Long and
Rinard 2016b).
Nopol (DeMarco et al. 2014) is a synthesis-based technique that targets repairing conditional statements in Java programs. Using the test cases, Nopol generates Satisfiability
Modulo Theory (SMT) constraints that describe the desired behavior on those test cases and
uses an SMT solver to generate a conditional. Nopol fixes defects such as forgotten null
pointer checks.

2.2 Defect benchmarks
We use two benchmarks of defects for our study, ManyBugs and Defects4J.
The ManyBugs benchmark (Le Goues et al. 2015) consists of 185 defect scenarios,
summarized in the top of Fig. 1. Each scenario consists of a version of source code from one
of nine large, open-source software systems, a set of project tests that fail on that version, a
set of tests that pass on that version, and another version from a later point in the repository
that passes all the tests. These defect properties allow for some defects to actually be features
that modify system behavior. Out of 185 defects in ManyBugs, 29 defects were features and
the remaining 156 defects were bugs. For 122 of the defects, ManyBugs includes accurate
links to the project’s bug tracking system or forums (though 8 of those links are no longer
accessible), describing the defect.
The Defects4J benchmark (Just et al. 2014) consists of 357 defect scenarios, summarized in the bottom of Fig. 1. Similarly to ManyBugs, each scenario includes a version of
source code with a defect, and a version with that defect repaired by a developer. The benchmark also includes, for each defect, a developer-written test suite that includes at least one
triggering test. As Section 2.3 describes, 224 of these defects have been used for automated
repair, and so we consider that 224-defect subset. Of these, 205 have links to the project’s
bug tracking system. We found that 4 out of the 224 defects were features and the remaining
220 defects were bugs.

Benchmark Extensions As part of this work, we augmented ManyBugs and Defects4J
with extra information. We annotated every defect with the number of lines of code in the
minimized, developer-written patch, the number of files that patch touches, the number of
relevant test cases (test cases that execute at least one statement in at least one file edited
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Fig. 1 Our study uses the ManyBugs and Defects4J benchmarks. The 185 ManyBugs defects come from
nine open-source software systems (Le Goues et al. 2015), and the 357 Defects4J defects come from five
open-source software systems (Just et al. 2014). The Closure defects are excluded from our study because
prior studies have not used them to evaluate automated repair techniques (Martinez et al. 2017)

by the developer-written patch) as well as test cases that trigger the defect and, the test suite
coverage. We have also annotated the 114 ManyBugs and 205 Defects4J defects with links
to their projects’ bug tracking systems or forums with how much time passed between when
the defect was reported and when it was resolved, the priority of the defect, the number of
project versions impacted by the defect, and the number of dependent defects. Section 3.2
will describe in more detail how we collected these data. These annotations enable our
evaluation, and can enable others to evaluate how defect characteristics correlate with the
applicability of their repair techniques. The annotations are available at https://github.com/
LASER-UMASS/AutomatedRepairApplicabilityData/.

2.3 Repairability Information
Both ManyBugs and Defects4J have been used to evaluate automated program repair in the
past (Martinez et al. 2017; Le Goues et al. 2012b, 2015; Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Qi
et al. 2015). GenProgC, TrpAutoRepair, and AE have been applied to all 185 ManyBugs
defects (Le Goues et al. 2015). SPR, Prophet, and KaliC have each been applied to a 105defect subset of the 185-defect ManyBugs benchmark (Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Qi
et al. 2015). Nopol, GenProgJ, and KaliJ have been applied to 224 Defects4J defects (Martinez et al. 2017). In our evaluation, we use these results for the 409 defects, in terms of
which techniques can produce a patch for which defects. Figure 2 summarizes these results.
Combined, the techniques repair 56% and 49%
 of C defects
 from the two sets of C defects
and 21% of the Java defects, denoted by the “ C” and “ Java” rows. We believe the difference in these numbers is due in part to the fact that we study more techniques that target C.
Additionally, the first C-targeting techniques (Weimer et al. 2009) predate the Java-targeting
ones, and the first versions of ManyBugs (Le Goues et al. 2012a) predate the first version of
Defects4J (Just et al. 2014), so researchers have had more time to improve their techniques
for ManyBugs than for Defects4J.
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Fig. 2 The automated repair techniques we consider that have been evaluated on the entire 185-defect ManyBugs patched 56% of those C defects; the techniques that have been evaluated on the 105-defect subset of
ManyBugs patched 49% of those C defects;
that have been evaluated on 224-defect Defects4J
 the techniques

patched 21% of those Java defects. The “ C” and “ Java” rows give the numbers and ratios of defects for
which at least one of the C- and Java-targeting techniques could generate a patch

Further, research studying the quality of repair has identified, via manual analysis and
judgment, which subset of the defects have correct patches (and which are “plausible but
incorrect”) for GenProgC, TrpAutoRepair, and AE (Qi et al. 2015), SPR, Prophet, and
KaliC (Long and Rinard 2016b), and GenProgJ, Nopol, and KaliJ (Martinez et al. 2017).
We use these data in answering RQ6 on patch quality. Because far fewer of the defects
are automatically repaired correctly than plausibly, we expect the statistical power of these
measurements to be less significant.

3 Methodology
This section explains our data collection procedure and the experimental methodology we
use to answer the research questions posed in Section 1. We first use grounded theory to
identify and classify relevant information available in bug tracking systems, open-source
project hosting platforms, and defect benchmarks (Section 3.1). We use this process to
identify five defect characteristics: defect importance, defect complexity, test effectiveness,
defect independence, and characteristics of the developer-written patch. Our study analyzes
the relationship between repairability — an automated repair technique’s ability to generate a patch for a given defect — and these five defect characteristics. We further analyze the
relationship between an automated repair technique’s ability to produce correct patches and
each of these characteristics.
Our study of relevant data available in bug tracking systems, open-source project hosting platforms, and defect benchmarks is somewhat idealistic. It relies on all data that could
be available from these sources. Of course, in the real world, not all data sources are available for each bug. For the defects we study (recall Section 2.2), only partial information is
available for some of the defects, e.g., only some of the defects contain links to issues in
bug tracking systems. Section 3.2 describes how we annotated defects of ManyBugs and
Defects4J with the identified defect characteristics.
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We describe the methodology here with the assumption that the characteristics are independent. In Section 4.8.3, we relax this assumption, present a methodology to check for
correlations and confounding factors among the characteristics, and apply that methodology
to our evaluation.

3.1 Identifying importance and difficulty data
Classifying how difficult a defect is to repair, and how important repairing a defect is to a
project is a complex and subjective task. There is neither a single measure of difficulty nor
of importance. To identify aspects of defects related to difficulty and importance, we first
analyzed eight popular bug tracking systems (softwaretestinghelp.com 2015), three popular
open-source project hosting platforms with bug tracking systems, and two benchmarks of
software defects (that include source code, test suites, and developer-written patches) (Le
Goues et al. 2015; Just et al. 2014).
We used constructivist grounded theory (Bryant and Charmaz 2007) with coding and
constant comparison specifically designed for reasoning about and categorizing concepts
without preconceived abstractions of the involved data (Charmaz 2006). In other words, we
started out without having strong preconceived notions of what data found in bug tracking systems, open-source project hosting platforms, and defect benchmarks are likely to
be relevant to defect difficulty and importance, and we used the appropriate grounded
theory for identifying such data and classifying them into abstractions. This methodology has been previously recommended for use in information systems research (Matavire
and Brown 2013). Two of the authors, called coders, independently analyzed all concrete
parameters available in the bug tracking systems, open-source project hosting platforms,
and the defect benchmarks (specifically focusing on the test suites and developer-written
patches available in these benchmarks). The coders selected which pieces of data may
be relevant to how difficult or important the defect is to repair. For example, concrete parameter priority was associated with the importance of defect while # of lines
in the minimized patch for a defect was associated with difficulty. Coders also identified other data such as number of triggering and relevant tests available for a defect and
number of project versions affected by a defect that they felt may be interesting to correlate with automated repair techniques’ ability to repair the defect. The two coders then
compared their coding and reconciled the differences. Reconciling sometimes required
looking at example defects to gain a further insight into the semantics of the concrete
parameters.
Next, the coders, again independently, grouped similar concrete parameters (e.g., identical parameters for which different bug tracking systems use different names, or closely
related concrete parameters) into abstract parameters. For example concrete parameters
such as components, linked entities, affects versions and fix versions were grouped together
to form an abstract parameter versions. Again, the coders reconciled their coding. The
coders iterated between identifying concrete and abstract parameters until their findings
saturated and no more parameters were identified. At the end of analysis, we had created
eleven abstract parameters.
Finally, the coders, again independently, categorized the abstract parameters by grouping
closely related parameters, and then reconciled their coding. We call these categories defect
characteristics. For example, abstract parameters File count, Line Count and Reproducibility were grouped together to form a defect characteristic Complexity. Similarly abstract
parameters Statement coverage, Triggering test count and Relevant test count were grouped
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together to form the defect characteristic Test-Effectiveness. We came up with five such
defect characteristics using eleven abstract parameters.
The eight popular bug tracking systems we used are Bugzilla, JIRA, IBM Rational
ClearQuest, Mantis, Trac, Redmine, HP ALM Quality Center, and FogBugz (softwaretestinghelp.com 2015). The three popular open-source project hosting platforms with bug
tracking systems we used are Sourceforge, GitHub, and Google code (although the latter
is no longer active). Finally, the two benchmarks of software defects we used are a 185-Cdefect ManyBugs (Le Goues et al. 2015) and a 357-Java-defect Defects4J (Just et al. 2014)
benchmarks (recall Section 2.2). For completeness and reproducibility of our research, we
include a complete list and description of the concrete parameters we found for each of
the bug tracking systems, project-hosting platforms, and defect benchmarks in Table 1 in
Appendix A. Note that the names of the parameters bug tracking systems use are not always
intuitive, and sometimes inconsistent between systems. For example, Google code uses the
terms “open” and “closed” for timestamps of when an issue was open or closed. GitHub
uses these terms as binary labels. Google code uses the parameter “status” to encode these
labels. We do not include a detailed description of what information each parameter encodes
and how it encodes it in this paper, but this information is available from the underlying bug
tracking systems and project-hosting platforms.
The coders grouped these concrete parameters into eleven abstract parameters, and then,
categorized the abstract parameters into the five defect characteristics. Again, for completeness and reproducibility, we include the complete mapping of concrete parameters to
abstract parameters, and, in turn, to the defect characteristics in Table 2 in Appendix A.
Sections 3.1.2–3.1.6 describe the five defect characteristics and the eleven abstract
parameters that map onto them. But first, Section 3.1.1 describes the statistical tests we
use to determine whether the abstract parameters correlate with the automated repair
techniques’ ability to produce patches.

3.1.1 Statistical tests
Ten out of the eleven abstract parameters are numerical. For most parameters, the number of unique values is small and the magnitude of their difference may not be indicative.
Therefore, we rely on nonparametric statistics and do not assume that the underlying values
of a parameter should be
 interpreted
 as equidistant from one another. Specifically, for each
technique (including “ C” and “ Java,” as described in Section 2.3), for each of the ten
numerical abstract parameters, we split the distribution of that parameter’s values into two
distribution samples: (1) the distribution of the parameter’s values for the defects for which
the technique produces a patch, and (2) the distribution of the parameter’s values for the
defects for which the technique does not produce a patch. We use the nonparametric MannWhitney U test to determine if the two distribution samples are statistically significantly
different. That is, the test computes a p value that indicates whether the null hypothesis
that the two distribution samples are statistically indistinguishable (i.e., they are drawn from
the same distribution) should be rejected. We use the standard convention of p ≤ 0.01
to mean the difference is strongly statistically significant, 0.01 < p ≤ 0.05 to mean the
difference is statistically significant, 0.05 < p ≤ 0.1 to mean the difference is weakly statistically significant, and p > 0.1 to mean the difference is not statistically significant. We
measure the strength of the association between the abstract parameter and the technique’s
ability to produce a patch using the rank-biserial correlation coefficient, a special case of
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Somers’ d. A defect’s repairability with respect to a technique — whether the technique produces a patch for this defect — is a dichotomous variable, and in such situations, Somers’
d is a recommended measure of the nonparametric effect size for ordinal data; Somers’
d is also asymmetric with the presumed cause and effect variables, which is the case in
our study (Ferguson 2009; Newson 2002). We use the standard mapping from Somers’ d
(which can take on values between −1 and 1) to the adjectives very weak (|d| < 0.1),
weak (0.1 ≤ |d| < 0.2), moderate (0.2 ≤ |d| < 0.3), and strong (0.3 ≤ |d|) (Le
Roy 2009). We further compute the 95% confidence interval for Somers’ d (referred
to as 95% CI). We consider an association to be statistically and practically significant
if it is at least weakly statistically significant and if the 95% confidence interval for
Somers’ d is entirely positive or entirely negative. For the eleventh abstract parameter,
developer-written patch characteristics, we use a logistic regression to fit a model for
repairability and determine which characteristics have the strongest effect on repairability
(Section 3.1.6).

3.1.2 Defect Importance
Our analysis of the eleven issue tracking systems (eight bug trackers and three projecthosting platforms) identified three common abstract parameters related to importance:
priority, project versions affected, and time to fix the defect.

Priority of the Defect The priority of a defect is included in nine out of the eleven issue
tracking systems. Different issue tracking systems use different ordinal scales to measure
the priority. We mapped these different scales to our own scale that varies from 1 (lowest
priority) to 5 (highest priority). Our study determines if there is a significant association
between priority and repairability using the nonparametric Mann-Whitney U test and measures the strength of the association using a rank-biserial correlation coefficient Somers’ d.
In other words, as described in Section 3.1.1, we compare the distribution of priorities of
defects patched by an automated repair technique to the distribution of priorities of defects
not patched by an automated repair technique. We use the Mann-Whitney U test to test if
the distributions are statistically significantly different, and we measure the magnitude of
that difference using Somers’ d.

Does the Defect Affect More Than One Project Version? The number of project versions a defect affects is included in three out of the eleven issue tracking systems. Our study
uses the Mann-Whitney U test to check for a significant association with repairability, and
it measures the strength of the association using Somers’ d.
Time Taken to Fix the Defect The time between when a defect was reported and when it
was resolved is included in eight out of the eleven issue tracking systems. For those systems
that did not have any concrete parameters to indicate the time when defect was resolved, we
approximated it by computing the time between timestamps of when the issue was entered
into an issue tracking system, and the last commit for the issue. Our study determines if there
is a significant association between time to fix and repairability using the Mann-Whitney
U test, and it measures the strength of the association using Somers’ d. Note that time to
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fix a defect could be considered as a parameter for importance or difficulty, but based on
our analysis of defects and experience of commits made by developers, associating this
parameter to the importance characteristic seem more accurate.

3.1.3 Defect Complexity
Our study considers two defect complexity measures: number of files edited by the
developer-written patch, and number of non-blank, non-comment lines of code in that patch.
These patches are manually minimized in the Defects4J benchmark to remove all changes
that do not contribute to the patch’s goal (Just et al. 2014), but are not in the ManyBugs
benchmark. We partially minimized the ManyBugs patches by removing all blank and comment lines to reduce the potential bias due to over-approximating the number of files and
lines of code. We employed the diffstat tool to automatically compute the number of
source code lines affected by the partially minimized patches.

Number of Source Files Edited by the Developer-Written Patch A defect that
requires editing multiple source files might be harder to localize and generally more difficult to repair. Our study investigates the effect of the number of source files edited by a
patch on a defect’s repairability. It determines if there is a significant association between
the number of files edited and repairability using the Mann-Whitney U test. It measures the
strength of the association using Somers’ d.

Number of Non-Blank, Non-Comment Lines of Code in Developer-Written Patch
Our study also investigates if defects with larger developer-written patches, in terms of lines
of code, are more difficult for automated repair techniques to repair. Our study determines
whether the number of lines of code has a significant association with repairability using
the Mann-Whitney U test, and it measures the strength of the association using Somers’ d.

3.1.4 Test Effectiveness
Prior work (Smith et al. 2015) suggests that test effectiveness might have an effect on an
automated repair technique’s ability to generate a patch. Our study identified three parameters related to test effectiveness: (1) the fraction of the lines in the files edited by the
developer-written patches that are executed by the test suite, (2) the number of defecttriggering test cases, and (3) the number of relevant test cases (test cases that execute at least
one line of the developer-written patch). Our study determines, for each parameter, if it has
a significant association with repairability using the Mann-Whitney U test, and it measures
the strength of the association using Somers’ d.

3.1.5 Defect Independence
Our analysis of eleven issue tracking systems identified dependents as a common abstract
parameter related to difficulty: a defect whose repair depends on another issue in the
issue tracking system might be more difficult to repair than a defect that can be repaired
independently. The information about defect dependents is included in five out of the
eleven issue tracking systems. Our study uses the Mann-Whitney U test to check for a
significant association with repairability, and it measures the strength of the association
using Somers’ d.
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3.1.6 Developer-Written Patch Characteristics
The ManyBugs benchmark provides annotations for each defect, including characteristics
of its developer-written patch (Le Goues et al. 2015). The nine characteristics describe if
the developer-written patch:
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9

changes one or more data structures or types
changes one or more method signatures
changes one or more arguments to one or more functions
adds one or more function calls
changes one or more conditionals
adds one or more new variables
adds one or more if statements
adds one or more loops
adds one or more new functions

We manually annotated the Defects4J defects using the same characterization of the
developer-written patches.
More than one patch characteristic might apply to a single defect. Our study considers
each patch characteristic as a dichotomous variable and uses a logistic regression to fit a
model for repairability. It furthermore determines the patch characteristics that have the
strongest effect on repairability.

3.2 Characterizing the ManyBugs and Defects4J Data
The defect benchmarks we study (recall Section 2.2), provide partial information for some
of the defects, e.g., only some of the defects contain a link to an issue in the issue tracking
system. This section describes the information we were able to obtain for these defects, to
approximate the idealized methodology described in Section 3.1.
Recall that each defect in the ManyBugs and Defects4J benchmarks corresponds to a
pair of commits in a version control system, but not necessarily to an issue in an issue tracking system. For each defect in Defects4J, we tried to manually determine the corresponding
issue in the issue tracking system by cross-referencing the commit logs and commit IDs with
the commit information in the issue tracking system. For ManyBugs, the information about
the issues in the issue tracking system which are associated with a defect was available for
122 out of the 185 defects (though 8 are no longer accessible because either the URL did
not resolve or the issue was private). For Defects4J, this information was available for 205
out of the 224 defects. We annotated each defect with a link to the issue tracking system,
with the abstract parameters recorded in the issue tracking system. The abstract parameters
recorded were obtained from different concrete parameters depending on the issue tracking
system used by a given project. Also, information about some of the abstract parameters
was not found in some of the issue tracking systems. Hence we couldn’t annotate all the
defects with all the abstract parameters. Table 3 in Appendix B shows the details about information available for annotating the defects with parameters obtained from issue tracking
systems.
An issue in an issue tracking system might apply to more than one defect: a fault
reported in the issue tracking system might be related to multiple defects. Our study treats
all defects related to the same issue in the issue tracking system as equally important.
Section 5 discusses this experimental design choice and its implications. For the ManyBugs
and Defects4J benchmarks, 312 out of 327 issues are related to exactly one defect.
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For the abstract parameters that were obtained from the two defect benchmarks, we were
able to annotate all defects with line count, file count, triggering test count, and relevant test
count as this information was available with the benchmarks. The triggering test count is the
number of negative tests for a defect provided in ManyBugs and number of triggering tests
for a defect provided in Defects4J. The relevant test count in Defects4J is the number of test
cases that execute at least one statement in at least one file edited by the developer-written
patch. These are provided as relevant tests for each defect in Defects4J. ManyBugs provides
all test cases that are relevant for the project, but these may not be specific to patched file(s).
The relevant test count for ManyBugs is the number of all tests relevant for the project.
We annotated each defect in Defects4J with the statement coverage ratio of the test suite
on the file(s) edited by the developer-written patch, using the coverage utility provided by
the Defects4J framework. For ManyBugs, we used the gcov tool to compute this information for all the defects except for 52 defects that we could not compile. Figure 16 in Appendix B shows the number of defects that could be annotated with each abstract parameter.
While analyzing the defects in ManyBugs and Defects4J, we found that some of the
defects were actually features. We classified all the defects and found that 29 out of the
185 ManyBugs defects were features while the remaining 156 were bugs, and that 4 out
of the 224 Defects4J defects were features while the remaining 220 were bugs. To make
this classification, we manually analyzed the issue description and discussion in the issue
tracking system (when this information was available) to identify if the issue directly related
to implementing new functionality, extending or enhancing functionality, or conforming to
a standard. For those issues that satisfied that criterion, we then checked if the issue related
to an unexpected output; if it did, we classified it as a bug. We then analyzed the minimized,
developer-written source code changes made to resolve the issue for the issues not already
classified as bugs to verify that the changes were consistent with the issue description and
discussion, leading to the final classification as a feature. For issues without links to an issue
tracking system, we followed the same procedure using the developer-written log messages
and source code changes.
We considered two potential confounding factors that could affect repairability: (1) the
defect type (if the defect relates to a bug report or a feature request), and (2) whether a
defect links to an issue in an issue tracking system. The purpose of this analysis was to
determine if our study needs to control for these factors. We used Fisher’s exact test to
test for independence. Section 4.8.3 details our inter-correlation analyzes for confounding
factors that result from potential correlations between defect characteristics. Figure 3 shows
that the repairability results are not independent of the defect type for ManyBugs, and hence
our study controls for this factor by analyzing bug reports and feature requests separately.
Fisher’s exact test confirmed that there is no significant association between repairability
and whether a defect links to an issue in an issue tracking system (p = 0.64 for ManyBugs;
p = 1.0 for the Defects4J subject Chart, the only subject in Defects4J with some missing
issue links). Therefore, our study does not control for this factor.
Our study uses the complexity of the developer-written patches as a proxy for defect
complexity, instead of inferring complexity from the issue tracking systems for two reasons.
First, a developer-written patch is available for every defect in the ManyBugs and Defects4J
benchmarks — by contrast, only 327 out of 409 defects have a corresponding issue in an
issue tracking system. Second, the defect complexity recorded in an issue tracking system
may be subjective or specific to the project. Note that while a defect might, in theory, have
an unbound number of valid fixes, we assume that the developer-written fix is indicative of
the complexity of the defect it fixes. Section 5 discusses this assumption in greater detail.
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ManyBugs
defect type
patched unpatched
bug
105
51
feature
14
15
column total
119
66
Fisher’s exact test: p = 0.05

total
156
29
185

Defects4J
defect type
patched unpatched
bug
46
174
feature
1
3
column total
47
177
Fisher’s exact test: p = 1.00

total
220
4
224

Fig. 3 The effect of a defect’s type (bug or feature) on its repairability

4 Results
This section answers the six research questions from Section 1 for the automated repair
techniques and defects from Section 2, using the methodology from Section 3. As we have
already described, we consider the defects classified into bugs and features separately, so
we answer the research questions for these two sets of defects separately.
Sections 4.1–4.6 present results for our six research questions, Section 4.7 comments on
feature synthesis, and Section 4.8 discusses the implications of our results, relates them to
prior findings, and considers confounding factors.

4.1 Defect Importance
RQ1: Is an automated repair techniques ability to produce a patch for a defect correlated
with that defects importance?
We measure a defect’s importance using the defect’s priority value in the project’s issue
tracking system, the number of project versions the defect affects, and the time from when
the defect was reported until it was resolved (recall Section 3).

Priority of the Defect For 156 defects in ManyBugs that were classified as bugs, 23
defects had priority values: 20 have priority two, 1 has priority three, and 2 have priority
five. For 220 defects in Defects4J that were classified as bugs, 187 defects had priority
values: 2 have priority one, 54 have priority two, 117 have priority three, 9 have priority
four, and 5 have priority five. Top of Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the priority values.
Figure 4 shows the results of the Somers’ d and the Mann-Whitney U tests comparing the
priority distributions of defects for which techniques do, and do not produce patches. For
the Java techniques, Somers’ d indicatesmoderate to strong positive correlations between
priority and repairability. For Nopol and Java, the Mann-Whitney U test indicates a statistically significant difference between the distributions (p ≤ 0.05) and the Somers’ d 95%
confidence interval is entirely positive. While we observed a weakly significant, moderate
positive correlation (p ≤ 0.1) for GenProgJ and KaliJ, our confounding factor analysis
(Section 4.8.3) suggests that this observation was due to a correlation between the priority
and the number of relevant test cases.
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Fig. 4 Priority data are available for 23 ManyBugs and 187 Defects4J defects classified as bugs. Java repair
techniques are more likely to produce a patch for defects with a higher priority. Insufficient data for C defects
prevent a statistically significant conclusion. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in
which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence. Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test produces a p
value below 0.05 and the 95% CI does not span zero are bold. The data shown are only for defects classified
as bugs and with known priority values

For C techniques, we observe weak to moderate, both positive and negative correlations.
Because relatively few (23) of the C defects have priority values, the Mann-Whitney U test
does not find any statistically significant differences between the priority distributions of
defects for which techniques do, and do not produce patches. Therefore we make no claims
about a correlation between priority and C techniques’ ability to produce patches.

Does the Defect Affect more than one Project Version? For 156 defects in ManyBugs
that were classified as bugs, 101 defects had information on how many versions they affect.
Of these, 91 affected a single version, 5 affected two versions, 1 affected 3 versions, 3
affected four versions, and 1 affected eight versions. For 220 defects in Defects4J that were
classified as bugs, 165 defects had this information. Of these, 50 affected a single version,
103 affected two versions, 5 affected three versions, 4 affected four versions, and 3 affected
five versions. Top of Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the versions values.
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Figure 5 shows the results of the Somers’ d and the Mann-Whitney U tests on the versions distributions of defects for which techniques do, and do not produce patches. We found
no evidence of a relationship between a defect’s repairability and the number of versions
it depends on except for GenProgC and AE, which showed a significant (p ≤ 0.05) and
weakly significant (p ≤ 0.1), respectively, negative correlation with the number of versions
affected by a defect. For all other techniques, the results were insignificant (p > 0.1 or the
95% confidence interval spanned zero). We conclude that the number of versions affected
by a defect likely has negligible effect on automated repair’s effectiveness producing a patch
for that defect.

Time Taken to Fix the Defect For 156 defects in ManyBugs that were classified as bugs,
95 defects had information about the time frame that passed between when the defect was
reported and when it was resolved. This time to fix the defect varied from 43 minutes to 10.7
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Fig. 5 Versions data are available for 101 ManyBugs and 165 Defects4J defects classified as bugs. Number
of versions affected by a defect likely has little effect on automated repair’s effectiveness producing a patch
for that defect. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with a
95% confidence. Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test produces a p value below 0.05 and the 95%
CI does not span zero are bold. The data shown are only for those defects classified as bugs and with known
versions values
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years. Out of these 95 defects, 48 have time to fix of less than one month, 32 from one month
to one year, and 15 greater than one year. For 220 defects in Defects4J that were classified
as bugs, 199 had this information. The time to fix varied from 1 minute 21 seconds to 4.0
years. Out of 220 defects, 140 have time to fix of less than one month, 42 from one month
to one year, and 17 greater than one year. The defects with a low time to fix may exemplify
a source of potential noise in our data. While it is rare for the developer(s) to repair a defect
in a minute and a half, they will sometimes discover a defect, think about the correct way
to repair it, and even write relevant code before reporting the defect to the issue tracking
system. In such cases, our methodology for measuring the time to fix will not capture the
time the developer(s) spent thinking about the defect prior to reporting it. Unfortunately,
this time is not recorded in the various surviving artifacts. However, this situation most
likely pertains only to defects that the developer(s) fix quickly, thus correctly capturing the
rank of the defects’ time to fix measure. Top of Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the time
to fix values.
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Fig. 6 Time to fix data are available for 95 ManyBugs and 199 Defects4J defects classified as bugs. Time
taken by developer(s) to fix a defect likely has little effect on automated repair’s effectiveness producing a
patch for that defect. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with
a 95% confidence. Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test produces a p value below 0.05 and the
95% CI does not span zero are bold. The data shown are only for those defects classified as bugs and with
known time to fix values
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Figure 6 shows the results of the Somers’ d and the Mann-Whitney U tests on the time
taken to fix distributions of defects for which techniques do, and do not produce patches.
For every technique, Somers’ d indicates a negative correlation: the longer it took for developers to repair a defect, the harder it is for automated repair techniques to produce a patch.
However, these results are not statistically significant as indicated by the Mann-Whitney U
test, except for GenProgC (p ≤ 0.1) and GenProgJ (p ≤ 0.05). For all other techniques,
p > 0.1. We conclude that the time taken by the developer(s) to fix a defect likely has little
effect on automated repair’s effectiveness producing a patch for that defect.
These results indicate that Java automated repair techniques are moderately more
likely to produce patches for defects of a higher priority, while C techniques do
not correlate with defect priority. The time taken by the developer(s) to fix a defect
and number of software versions affected by the defect had little to no correlation
with the ability to produce a patch. Overall, there is evidence that automated repair
is as likely to repair more important defects, as it is to repair less important ones,
which is an encouraging finding.

4.2 Defect Complexity
RQ2: Is an automated repair techniques ability to produce a patch for a defect correlated
with that defects complexity?
We measure a defect’s complexity using two parameters, the number of files containing
non-comment, non-blank-line edits in the developer-written fix, and the total number of
non-comment, non-blank lines of code in the developer-written fix (recall Section 3).

Number of Source Files Edited by the Developer-Written Patch The information
on the number of files edited by the developer patch was available for all 185 defects in
ManyBugs. The number of files varied from 1 to 11. The distribution of the 156 ManyBugs
defects that were classified as bugs also varied from 1 to 11: 133 edited a single file, 10 two
files, 7 three files, 2 four files, 1 five files, 2 eight files, and 1 eleven files. For Defects4J
too, all 224 defects had this information. The number of files varied from 1 to 7. Of the 220
defects classified as bugs, 205 edited a single file, 12 two files, 1 three files, 1 four files,
and 1 seven files. Top of Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the number of files edited values.
For C techniques, Somers’ d showed a weak to moderate negative correlation between
the number of files the developer-written patch edited, and the techniques’ ability to produce a patch (Fig. 7). The Mann-Whitney U test showed this relationship to be statistically
significant (p ≤ 0.05) for all C techniques. The correlation was also negative for Java
repair techniques, although this relationship was very weak and statistically insignificant
(p > 0.1). We suspect the relatively weaker correlation for Java programs is due to the
lower variability in Defects4J in the number of files edited by the developer patch.
Number of Non-Blank, Non-Comment Lines of Code in Developer-Written Patch
For the 185 ManyBugs defects, the number of non-comment, non-blank lines in the
developer-written patches varied from 1 to 1,887. In the subset of ManyBugs consisting
of 156 bugs, the number varied from 1 to 1,341. For Defects4J, for both the 224 defects
and the subset consisting of 220 bugs, the number of non-comment, non-blank lines in the
developer-written patches varied from 1 to 49. Top of Fig. 8 shows the distribution of the
number of lines edited values.
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Fig. 7 Number of files in the developer-written patch data are available for all 156 ManyBugs and 220
Defects4J defects classified as bugs. Automated program repair is less likely to produce patches for defects
whose developer-written patches edit more files. This result is strongly statistically significant for C repair
techniques, but is statistically insignificant for Java repair techniques. The 95% CI (confidence interval)
column shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence. Rows for which both the MannWhitney U test produces a p value below 0.05 and the 95% CI does not span zero are bold. The data shown
are only for those defects classified as bugs

For C techniques, Somers’ d showed a weak to strong negative correlation: the larger the
developer-written patch, the less likely automated repair is to produce a patch. The MannWhitney U test showed this relationship to be significant (p ≤ 0.05) for all C techniques
(see Fig. 8). For Java techniques, the results were insignificant (p > 0.1 or the 95% confidence interval spanned zero). Thus, we cannot conclude that the number of non-comment,
non-blank lines in the developer-written patches is significantly associated with repairability
for Java techniques.
These results indicate that C repair techniques are less likely to produce patches
for defects that required developers to write more lines of code and edit more files
to patch. This suggests that automated repair is more likely to patch easy defects
than hard ones, reducing its utility. However, the correlation is not strong for all
the techniques meaning that automated repair could still produce patches for some
hard-to-repair-manually defects.
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Fig. 8 The number of non-comment, non-blank lines of files in the developer-written patch data are available
for all 185 ManyBugs and 220 Defects4J defects classified as bugs. This number is strongly correlated with
automated repair techniques’ ability to produce patches. This result is strongly statistically significant for C
repair techniques and Nopol. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in which Somers’ d
lies with a 95% confidence. Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test produces a p value below 0.05
and the 95% CI does not span zero are bold. The data shown are only for those defects classified as bugs

4.3 Test Effectiveness
RQ3: Is an automated repair techniques ability to produce a patch for a defect correlated
with the effectiveness of the test suite used to repair that defect?
We measure a test suite’s quality using three parameters, statement coverage, the number of
defect-triggering test cases, and the number of relevant test cases (recall Section 3).

The Fraction of the Lines in the Files Edited by the Developer-Written Patches
that are Executed by the Test Suite. For ManyBugs, we were able to compute test
suite statement coverage for 113 out of 156 defects classified as bugs. This measure — the
fraction of the lines in the files edited by the developer-written patches that are executed by
the test suite — varied from 1.6% to 99.4% uniformly across the 113 defects. For Defects4J,
we were able to compute test suite statement coverage for all 220 defects classified as bugs.
The fraction varied from 7.9% to 100%; for 214 out of 220 defects, the fraction was above
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50%, for 5 defects, the fraction was between 30% and 50%, and for 1 defect, the fraction
was 7.9%. Top of Fig. 9 shows the distribution of test suite statement coverage values.
For C and Java techniques, the results were insignificant. Somers’ d showed a very weak
to weak correlation between the coverage of the test suite used to repair the defect and the
automated repair’s ability to produce a patch for that defect (Fig. 9); the 95% confidence
interval for Somers’ d consistently spanned zero and the Mann-Whitney U test showed that
the differences between the distributions are not statistically significant (p > 0.1 for all
techniques).

The Number of Defect-Triggering Test Cases For ManyBugs, all 156 defects classified
as bugs had information on the number of test cases that trigger the defect. This number of
tests varied from 1 to 52. Of these 156 defects, 111 had only a single triggering test case. For
Defects4J, all 220 defects had this information, varying from 1 to 28. Of the 220 defects,
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Fig. 9 The statement coverage of the test suite are available for 113 ManyBugs and 220 Defects4J defects
classified as bugs. There is a weak, statistically insignificant, negative correlation for all techniques, between
the coverage of the test suite used to repair the defect, and the technique’s ability to produce a patch for the
defect. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence. The data shown are only for those defects classified as bugs for which we could compute coverage
information
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152 had only a single triggering test. Top of Fig. 10 shows the distribution of triggering test
counts.
For C techniques, the results were insignificant (p > 0.1 or the 95% confidence interval
spanned zero). For Java techniques, Somers’ d showed a weak to moderate negative correlation between the number of triggering test cases and the ability to produce a patch (Fig. 10).
The Mann-Whitney U test indicated this result to be statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05)
for all Java techniques except KaliJ, for which p ≤ 0.1. We conclude that the number of
triggering tests negatively affects a Java technique’s ability to produce a patch.

The Number of Relevant Test Cases (Test Cases that Execute at Least one Line of
the Developer-Written Patch) For ManyBugs, we annotated the same 156 defects with
the total number of positive and negative test cases provided for each defect in ManyBugs
benchmark. The number of relevant test cases varied from 3 to 7,951. For Defects4J, we
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Fig. 10 The number of triggering test cases is available for all 156 ManyBugs and 220 Defects4J defects
classified as bugs. There is a negative correlation between a defect’s number of triggering test cases and the
ability to produce a patch, but this relationship is only statistically significant for the Java repair techniques.
The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence.
Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test produces a p value below 0.05 and the 95% CI does not span
zero are bolf. The data shown are only for those defects classified as bugs
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annotated the 220 defects with the number of relevant tests provided for each defect in
Defects4J benchmark and the number of relevant test cases varied from 1 to 4011. Top of
Fig. 11 shows the distribution of relevant test counts.
For C techniques, Somers’ d showed a very weak positive correlation for TrpAutoRepair.
The Mann-Whitney U test indicated this result to be statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05).
However, our confounding factor analysis (Section 4.8.3) found that this correlation was due
to a correlation between the number of relevant test cases and the number of files edited by
the developer-written patch. For all other C techniques, the results were insignificant (p >
0.1 or the 95% confidence interval spanned zero). For Java techniques, Somers’ d showed
a moderate to strong negative correlation between the number of relevant test cases and
the ability to produce a patch for all techniques
(Fig. 11). The correlation was statistically

significant (p ≤ 0.05) for Nopol and for Java and weakly statistically significant (p ≤
0.1) for GenProgJ and KaliJ.
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Fig. 11 The number of relevant test cases is available for all 156 ManyBugs and 220 Defects4J defects
classified as bugs. For Java repair techniques, there is a weak to moderate significant negative correlation
between a defect’s number of relevant test cases and the ability to produce a patch. For C repair techniques,
the correlation is weakly positive. These correlations are statistically significant for a subset of techniques.
The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence.
Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test produces a p value below 0.05 and the 95% CI does not span
zero are bold. The data shown are only for those defects classified as bugs
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These results indicate that Java repair techniques are less likely to produce patches
for defects with more triggering or more relevant tests. Test suite coverage does
not significantly correlate with the ability to produce a patch. These findings are
concerning, as they show it is harder to produce patches in situations that prior
work has shown to lead to higher-quality patches (Smith et al. 2015).

4.4 Defect Independence
RQ4: Is an automated repair techniques ability to produce a patch for a defect correlated
with that defects dependence on other defects?
Our dataset turned out to be insufficient to draw conclusions on a relationship between
independence and repairability. For ManyBugs, 76 out of 156 defects classified as bugs had
information on how many other defects they depended on, but none of them depended on
other defects. For Defects4J, 165 out of 220 defects classified as bugs had this information.
Of these, 136 did not depend on other defects, 26 depended on a one other defect, 1 on two
other defects, and 2 on three other defects.
For C techniques, the lack of variability in the benchmark defects with respect to defect
independence prevented us from drawing any conclusions. For Java techniques, the results
were insignificant (p > 0.1 or the 95% confidence interval spanned zero), as Fig. 12
shows. This suggests that the number of other defects a defect depends on does not affect
repairability of Java repair techniques.
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Fig. 12 For Java repair techniques, there is a weak statistically insignificant correlation between a defect’s
dependence on other defects and the ability to produce a patch. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column
shows the range in which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence. The data shown are only for those defects
classified as bugs
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While we have developed a methodology that can be applied to other defect benchmarks, ManyBugs did not contain enough variability in defect independence to
identify a relationship between independence and repairability. For Defects4J, an
insignificant correlation is observed for all the techniques.

4.5 Developer-Written Patch Characteristics
RQ5: What characteristics of the developer-written patch for a defect are significantly
associated with an automated repair techniques ability to produce a patch for that defect?
Investigating which characteristics of the developer-written patches are significantly
associated with defect repairability allows us to reason about automated repair’s ability to
fix defects in terms of what the developers did. This may, in turn, lead to actionable advice
about which kinds of defects the developer(s) should fix manually, and which can be trusted
to automated repair. Of course, to use this information, the developer(s) must have a sense
of the characteristics of the patch before it is written, which may sometimes be possible.
However, the main goal of studying this research question is to help guide future research
into automated program repair techniques by identifying the characteristics of the defects,
in terms of the patches that repair them, that existing techniques struggle to produce patches
for. Research into future repair tools may, for example, target modifying or inserting loops,
just as, for example, Nopol targets conditional statements.
Figure 13 shows the distributions of the nine patch characteristics for the two benchmarks, and the results of a logistic regression using these characteristics. For each repair
technique, Fig. 13 shows which patch characteristics are significantly associated with
repairability and how much variance in repairability is explained by all defect characteristics.
The data suggest that some characteristics of developer-written patches are significantly
associated with repairability for C repair techniques, but not for Java repair techniques. In
particular, for C repair techniques, changing a data structure or type, a function argument, or
a conditional, or adding a new variable, an if statement, or a new function are significantly
associated with repairability, whereas changing a method signature, or adding a function
call, or a loop is not.
These results suggest that defects that required developers to insert a loop or a new
function call, or change a method signature are challenging for automated repair
techniques to patch. More patch characteristics are significantly associated with
repairability for C repair techniques than for Java repair techniques.

4.6 Patch Quality
RQ6: What defect characteristics are significantly associated with an automated repair
techniques ability to produce a high-quality patch for that defect?
Recent work has begun evaluating the quality of patches produced by automated repair
(Brun et al. 2013; Smith et al. 2015; Qi et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2017; Durieux et al.
2015; Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Pei et al. 2014). Until now, our analysis remained quality agnostic, focusing on whether techniques can produce patches, as opposed to whether
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Distributions of the nine characteristics of the developer-written patches
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Fig. 13 The distribution of the nine patch characteristics for the developer-written patches in the ManyBugs
and Defects4J benchmarks. A logistic regression reports that characteristics C1, C3, C5, C6, C7 and C9 —
changing a data structure or type, a function argument, or a conditional, or adding a new variable, an if
statement or a new function — are significantly associated with repairability. Data for which the p value is
below 0.05 are bold

techniques can produce high-quality patches. Quality and applicability are orthogonal
aspects of program repair: one can work on improving the quality of the produced patches,
the applicability of the repair techniques to a wider range of defects, or both. However,
it is important to also study how the two interact. At the present time, the quality of the
patches produced by most techniques is fairly low. According to a manual analysis, on the
105-defect subset of ManyBugs, GenProgC could only produce 2 correct patches, TrpAutoRepair 3 correct patches, and AE 2 correct patches (Qi et al. 2015). On an 84-defect subset
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of Defects4J, GenProgJ could only produce 5 correct patches, Nopol 5 correct patches, and
KaliJ 1 correct patch (Martinez et al. 2017). The number of correct patches is too small
for us to make statistically significant claims for these techniques. Inspired by the findings of the low quality of repairs, SPR and Prophet were designed to specifically improve
repair quality. SPR produces 13 and Prophet 15 correct patches on the 105-defect subset of
ManyBugs (Long and Rinard 2016b). Other techniques that claim to produce high-quality
patches, e.g., SearchRepair (Ke et al. 2015), fail to scale to the size and complexity of realworld defects we consider. We use the SPR and Prophet data to begin studying the defect
characteristics’ effect on the ability to produce high-quality repairs. There are eight abstract
parameters that have sufficient data to perform such analysis. Figure 14 shows the Somers’
d and Mann-whitney U test results testing for an association between each of these eight
abstract parameters and the ability to produce high-quality patches. Only the abstract parameters related to defect complexity and test suite effectiveness exhibit statistically significant
associations.

Defect Complexity For Prophet, the number of non-comment, non-blank lines in the
developer-written patch correlated negatively with the ability to produce a correct patch.
This negative correlation was stronger compared to the negative correlation with the ability
to produce a patch at all (d = −0.564 for correct patches, vs. d = −0.342 for all patches).
For SPR, the correlations with the ability to produce a correct patch and a patch all were
the same (d = −0.405). The Mann-Whitney U test confirmed this distribution difference to
be statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05) for both the techniques. However, for SPR, the 95%
confidence interval for Somers’ d spans zero for producing correct patches.
For Prophet, there was a weakly significant (p ≤ 0.1) negative correlation between the
number of files edited by the developer-written patch and the ability to produce a correct
patch. For SPR, the correlation was insignificant.

Test Suite Effectiveness SPR showed a weakly significant (p < 0.1) positive correlation
for producing correct patches when using higher-coverage test suites (d = 0.312 for correct
patches, vs. d = −0.073 for all patches). This is consistent with prior results showing that
higher-coverage test suites lead to higher-quality patches (Smith et al. 2015). The result for
Prophet was not statistically significant (p > 0.1). Also, correlations with the number of
triggering tests and relevant tests were either the same for the correct patches as all patches,
or not statistically significant.
Developer-Written Patch Characteristics A logistic regression using the nine patch
characteristics showed that characteristics C1 and C3 associated with SPR’s ability to produce patches, and characteristic C3 associated with Prophet’s ability to produce patches
(recall Fig. 13). A logistic regression of correct patches generated by SPR and Prophet identified the same characteristics associating with producing correct patches, and also identified
C7 (patch adds an if statement) as statistically significantly associating with producing correct patches (SPR p = 0.044, Prophet p = 0.086). Both SPR and Prophet target defects that
can be repaired by inserting or modifying conditional statements, explaining the observation
that adding if statements associates with producing correct patches.
None of the statistical tests revealed statistically significant results for the correct patches
for the defect importance and defect independence characteristics.
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Only two of the considered repair techniques, Prophet and SPR, produce a sufficient number of high-quality patches to evaluate. These techniques were less likely
to produce patches for more complex defects, and they were even less likely to
produce correct patches.

4.7 Feature Synthesis
We wanted to conduct the same statistical tests to measure correlation between defect characteristics with the ability to synthesize features using those defects in our benchmarks that
are features, not bugs. Unfortunately, too few of the defects were features: Features make
up 29 of the 185 defects in ManyBugs (21 of the 105-defect subset), and only 4 of the 224
in Defects4J. GenProgJ and KaliJ synthesize none of the features and Nopol synthesizes 1.
Meanwhile GenProgC synthesized 11, TrpAutoRepair synthesized 12 and AE synthesized
10 out of 29 features from 185-subset of ManyBugs and SPR synthesized 5, Prophet synthesized 4 and KaliC synthesized 5 out of 21 features from 105-subset of ManyBugs. These
sample sizes are too small and none of our experimentsv revealed statistically significant
results.
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Fig. 14 Defect complexity and test suite effectiveness exhibit statistically significant associations with the
techniques’ ability to produce high-quality patches. SPR and Prophet are the only two techniques that produce
a sufficient number of high-quality patches for this analysis. The 95% CI (confidence interval) column shows
the range in which Somers’ d lies with a 95% confidence. Rows for which both the Mann-Whitney U test
produces a p value below 0.05 and the 95% CI does not span zero are bold. The data shown are only for
those defects classified as bugs and with known respective parameter values
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4.8 Discussion
This section discusses the implications of our findings (Section 4.8.1), makes observations
about our dataset and the use of the methodology that produced it (Section 4.8.2), and
analyzes potential confounding factors within our evaluation (Section 4.8.3).

4.8.1 Implications
Our data suggest several encouraging conclusions. First, automated repair techniques are
slightly more likely to produce patches for defects of a higher priority, and are equally
likely to produce patches for defects regardless of how long developer(s) took to fix them.
The former finding may suggest differences between low- and high-priority defects, from
the point of view of automated program repair. Second, while overall, automated repair
techniques were more likely to produce patches for defects that required fewer edits by
the developers to fix, the correlations were not strong for all techniques, and the techniques were able to produce patches for some hard-to-repair-manually defects. Producing
larger patches requires search-based automated repair techniques to explore more of the
search space, which requires longer execution time. As repair techniques typically operate with a time limit, finding such patches may be more difficult than smaller ones.
The fact that techniques were able to find patches for some defects that were hard to
repair manually suggests that either the techniques are able to sometimes successfully
traverse the large search space, or that smaller patches exist than the manually written
ones.
At the same time, our data suggest that Java repair techniques had a harder time producing patches for defects with more triggering or more relevant tests. This finding is intuitive
because each test executing code related to the defect represents constraints on the patch. To
produce a patch, the automated repair techniques have to modify the code to satisfy all the
constraints. The more constraints there are, the harder it is to find a satisfying patch. Prior
studies have found that higher-coverage test suites can lead to higher-quality patches (Smith
et al. 2015) and that larger search spaces lead to a higher fraction of incorrect patches (Long
and Rinard 2016a). As a result, we find that test suites that make it easier to produce a patch
reduce, in expectation, the quality of the produced patch. This identifies a research challenge
of creating techniques that are capable of either finding patches effectively even when constrained by high-quality test suites, or discriminating between low-quality and high-quality
patches despite using test suites that provide few guiding constraints.
We identified some evidence that targeting repair techniques to specific defects is worthwhile, as defects that required a developer to write new if statements were more likely to
be correctly repaired by SPR and Prophet, two techniques designed to insert or modify
conditional statements. This provides preliminary evidence that perhaps when automated
repair techniques are applied to defects that developers patched using the kinds of changes
the techniques are designed to make, the techniques are capable of making higher-quality
changes.

4.8.2 Dataset Observations
The ManyBugs and Defects4J datasets lack certain kinds of data diversity to answer some
of our proposed research questions. For example, every defect in ManyBugs that included
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Fig. 15 Pairwise Spearman correlation coefficients for the abstract parameters for the ManyBugs and
Defects4J defects. The bold coefficients are statistically significant (p ≤ 0.05) and underlined coefficients
are weakly statistically significant (p ≤ 0.1)

dependence information did not depend on other defects. Similarly, only two of the evaluated repair techniques produced sufficiently many high-quality patches for our analysis to
make statistically significant findings about patch quality. Nevertheless, this paper presents
a methodology that can be applied to other datasets to derive more data to answer these
questions, particularly as the body of defects on which automated program repair techniques
are evaluated grows.
One of the goals of our study has been to create a methodology for evaluating the applicability of automated program repair techniques that can be applied to new techniques and
help drive research toward improving such applicability. As such, none of the defect characteristics we consider are specific to a repair technique. For example, we define defect
complexity in terms of the number of lines and number of files edited by the minimized
developer-written patch, and how easy it is to reproduce the defect. We do not take into
account that some repair techniques may, for example, find defects that involve control flow
more complex than ones that do not. Our study of RQ5 empirically identifies several characteristics of the defects’ developer-written patches (such as if the patch changes a conditional
or adds a function argument) that associate with the techniques’ ability to produce patches
for those defects. Studying technique-specific complexity of defects is also a worthwhile
effort, but it is beyond the scope of our work on creating a technique-agnostic applicability
evaluation methodology.

4.8.3 Confounding Factor Analysis
To consider potential confounding factors in our analyzes, we computed the Spearman
correlation coefficients between all pairs of abstract parameters. Figure 15 shows these
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coefficients for ManyBugs and Defects4J. The bold coefficients are statistically significant
(p ≤ 0.05) and underlined coefficients are weakly statistically significant (p ≤ 0.1). To be
conservative in our analysis, we consider all pairs that correlate at least weakly significantly
(p < 0.1) to pose potential confounding factors. We found that for ManyBugs, the following pairs of cross-defect-characteristic parameters correlated at least weakly significantly:
file count correlates with relevant test count and triggering test count, line count correlates
with triggering test count and statement coverage, and versions correlates with relevant test
count. For Defects4J, relevant test count correlates with time to fix and priority. (All other
correlations of at least weak statistical significance were within defect characteristics, e.g.,
file count correlated with line count.)
For each correlating cross-characteristic parameter pair p1 , p2 , we created four logistic
regression models for repairability:
Model1 : a model using only p1 ,
Model2 : a model using only p2 ,
Model1+2 : a model using a linear combination of p1 and p2 (p1 + p2 ), and
Model1∗2 : a model using all possible interactions between p1 and p2 (p1 ∗ p2 ).
We then pairwise compare the models’ goodness of fit using the area under the curve
and determine the statistical significance in the models’ quality improvement. We consider
improvements that are at least weakly statistically significant to demonstrate confounding
factors. If Model1+2 shows a significant improvement over model Model1 , we determine
that parameter p2 ’s contribution to the model is significant. Similarly, if Model1+2 improves
over Model2 then p1 contributes. Finally, if Model1∗2 improves significantly on Model1+2 ,
then there exists an interaction between p1 and p2 whose contribution is significant.
Analyzing the correlated pairs of parameters, we find that:
–

–

–

–

For all C techniques except TrpAutoRepair, relevant test count does not contribute significantly to model quality beyond file count’s contribution. We conclude, for our C
analysis, that the observed correlation (weak, significant for TrpAutoRepair) between
relevant test count and repairability (Section 4.3) is not due to the confounding factor
of relevant test count correlating with file count. The interactions between relevant test
count and file count do not significantly contribute to the quality of model.
For all C techniques, triggering test count does not contribute significantly to model
quality beyond file count’s contribution; however, for GenProgC, interactions of file
count and triggering test count do offer a significant contribution. We conclude, for our
C analysis, that the observed correlation (moderate, weakly significant for TrpAutoRepair) between triggering test count and repairability (Section 4.3) is likely largely due
to the confounding factor of triggering test count correlating with file count, and file
count correlating with repairability, although the combination of the two parameters
does add some useful information.

For GenProgC, TrpAutoRepair, SPR, Prophet, and C on the full 185-defect ManyBugs, both line count and triggering
 test count contribute significantly to model quality.
For TrpAutoRepair, Prophet, and C, ManyBugs, interactions between the two parameters significantly contribute more than the two parameters on their own. We conclude,
for our C analysis, that the correlation between line count and triggering test count is
not a confounding factor.

For each C technique except AE and C on 185-defect ManyBugs, both line count and
statement coverage contribute significantly to model quality. The interactions between
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–

–

–

the two offer no significant contribution. We conclude, for our C analysis, that the
correlation between line count and statement coverage is not a confounding factor.
For each C technique except GenProgC, both relevant test count and versions contribute significantly to model quality. The interactions between the two parameters do
not contribute significantly more than the two parameters on their own. We conclude,
for our C analysis, that the correlation between relevant test count and versions is not a
confounding factor.
For each Java technique except Nopol, both relevant test count and time to fix contribute
significantly to model quality. For Nopol, time to fix does not contribute significantly
to model quality beyond relevant test count’s contribution. The interactions between
the two parameters do not contribute additional information. We conclude, for our
Java analysis, that the correlation between relevant test count and time to fix is not a
confounding factor.
For each Java technique except GenProgJ and KaliJ, priority and relevant test count
contribute significantly to the model quality. For GenProgJ and KaliJ, priority does
not contribute significantly beyond relevant test count’s contribution. The interactions
between the two parameters do not contribute significantly more than the two parameters on their own. We conclude, for our Java analysis, that the observed correlations
(moderate, weakly significant for GenProgJ and KaliJ) between priority and repairability (Section 4.1) is likely largely due to the confounding factor of priority correlating
with relevant test count, and relevant test count correlating with repairability.
We conclude that the number of files edited by the developer-written patch is a confounding factor to relevant and triggering test count in the ManyBugs dataset, and
that relevant test count is a confounding factor to priority in the Defects4J dataset.
All other observed correlations between the parameters do not indicate confounding factors. Our earlier conclusions are not affected by this analysis as only weak
or weakly significant observed correlations in only a few cases are affected by the
confounding factors, and those observed correlations did not lead to conclusions.

5 Threats to Validity
This paper investigates the relationship between automated repair techniques’ ability to produce patches and characteristics of the defects, test suites, and developer-written patches
for the defects. However, this paper only begins to explore the relationship between these
characteristics and the quality of the patches (recall RQ6). Future work needs to address
this concern, as today, techniques repair very few of the studied defects correctly, reducing
the power of our analysis. The methodology presented in this paper can be applied to other
defect benchmarks as they become available, and to other repair techniques that focus on
repair quality and applicability.
The goal of our study is to characterize the kinds of defects for which automated program
repair is capable of producing patches and high-quality patches. The study is observational.
Of course, given a defect, changing its metadata, such as its priority, will not affect the techniques’ ability to produce patches, and our findings should be viewed as directing research
into improving or creating new automated program repair techniques, not as methods for
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making existing repair techniques apply to specific defects. However, some of our findings
suggest how altering inputs to automated program repair techniques may affect patch production, such as that increasing the number of tests may make it more difficult to produce a
patch.
We took steps to ensure that our study is objective and reproducible. All characteristics
derived from source-code repositories and developer-written patches are computed using
deterministic scripts, available at https://github.com/LASER-UMASS/AutomatedRepair
ApplicabilityData/. However, some of the judgments with respect to which parameters are
relevant to this study are subjective. We addressed this threat by having two authors independently collect parameters in eleven issue tracking systems, and independently measure all
subjective parameters for the defects we considered. The authors then merged their findings,
paying special attention to any disagreements in initial judgments.
Our study relies on repairability and quality results presented by prior work (Martinez
et al. 2017; Le Goues et al. 2012b, 2015; Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Qi et al. 2015)
and errors or subjective judgment quality in that work affects our findings. As an example,
GenProgC makes an assumption that the source code files that must be edited to repair a
defect are known (Le Goues et al. 2012b, 2015); this assumption may not hold in practice,
and that would threaten the generalizability of those repairability results, and, in turn, our
findings. Using results from multiple studies partially mitigates this threat, although using
an objective measure of quality, such as number of independent tests a patch passes (Smith
et al. 2015), would go farther. Unfortunately, such an evaluation requires multiple, independent, high-quality test suites for real-world defects, and such test suites do not exist for the
ManyBugs benchmark, but do for Defects4J.
While GenProgC was designed prior to ManyBugs, the other techniques have been developed in part to compete with GenProgC on the then known (at least partially) ManyBugs
benchmark. This may affect the generalizability of the techniques to other defects, which,
in turn affects the generalizability of our results. We mitigate this threat by using two defect
benchmarks and multiple repair techniques.
Our study treats all parameters related to a characteristic as equally important. This is
likely an oversimplification of the real world. For example, defect priority is likely a better
indicator of a defect’s importance than the number of project versions the defect affects. To
mitigate this threat, we perform independent analyzes with each parameter.
Our study treats all defects related to the same issue in an issue tracking system equally.
This may contribute to noisy data. For example, a single issue, and commit, may resolve
two defects. One of these defects may be critical, while the other is not. Our analysis, due to
lack of finer granularity in the source code repository and issue tracking system, considers
both defects as critical, potentially affecting our findings. The relatively low number of such
defects mitigates this threat, although another study could remove such defects altogether.
We consider a developer-written patch to be a proxy of the complexity of the defect it
patches. In theory, there may be many other patches for the same defect, some smaller and
simpler and others larger and more complex. We mitigate this threat by considering a large
number of defects and using benchmarks of mature software projects that are less likely to
accept poorly written patches.

6 Related Work
Prior work has argued the importance of evaluating the types of defects automated
repair techniques can repair, and evaluating the produced patches for understandability,
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correctness, and completeness (Monperrus 2014). Our work addresses the concern of evaluating how defect characteristics affect automated repair success. Most initial technique
presentations evaluate what fraction of a set of defects the technique can produces patches
for, e.g., (Le Goues et al. 2012b; Jin et al. 2011; Carzaniga et al. 2013; Weimer et al.
2009; Weimer et al. 2013; Dallmeier et al. 2009). Some research has evaluated techniques for how quickly they produce patches (e.g., (Le Goues et al. 2012a; Weimer et al.
2013)), how maintainable the patches are (Fry et al. 2012), and how likely developers
are to accept them (Kim et al. 2013). These evaluations neither considered the quality of
the repair, nor the characteristics of the defects that affect the techniques’ success. More
recent work has focused on evaluating the quality of repair. For example, on 204 Eiffel defects, manual patch inspection showed that AutoFix produced high-quality patches
for 51 (25%) of the defects, which corresponded to 59% of the patches it produced (Pei
et al. 2014). While AutoFix uses contracts to specify desired behavior, by contrast, the
patch quality produced by techniques that use tests has been found to be much lower.
Manual inspection of the patches produced by GenProgC, TrpAutoRepair (referred to as
RSRepair in that paper), and AE on a 105-defect subset of ManyBugs (Qi et al. 2015),
and by GenProgJ, Nopol, and KaliJ on a 224-defect subset of Defects4J (Martinez et al.
2017) showed that patch quality is often lacking in automatically produced patches. An
automated evaluation approach that uses a second, independent test suite not used to
produce the patch to evaluate the quality of the patch similarly showed that GenProgC,
TrpAutoRepair, and AE all produce patches that overfit to the supplied specification and
fail to generalize to the intended specification (Smith et al. 2015). This work has led to
more research, and new techniques that improve the quality of the patches (Long and
Rinard 2015, 2016b; Ke et al. 2015); however, the questions of which defect characteristics affect repair success, and what kinds of defects can be repaired remain unanswered.
It is the goal of this paper to begin answering these questions, and to motivate research
that improves the applicability of automated repair to important and difficult-to-repair
defects.
Several benchmarks of defects have evolved specifically for evaluating automated repair.
The ManyBugs benchmark (Le Goues et al. 2015) consists of 185 C defects in realworld software. The IntroClass benchmark (Le Goues et al. 2015) consists of 998 C
defects in very small, student-written programs (although not all 998 are unique). Additionally, Defects4J (Just et al. 2014), a benchmark of 357 Java defects in real-world
software, while not explicitly designed for automated repair, has been used for this purpose (Martinez et al. 2017). A few other benchmarks have been used, e.g., to evaluate AFix
(Jin et al. 2011), but these benchmarks have either not been made publicly available or have
not been used as widely for automated repair evaluation. Automated repair evaluations using
small-scale benchmarks with artificial defects (Kong et al. 2015), e.g., the Siemens benchmark (Hutchins et al. 1994), are unlikely to generalize to real-world defects. This paper
chose to focus on ManyBugs and Defects4J because they are publicly available and well
documented, enabling us to collect the necessary data about defect characteristics described
in Section 3, as well as the fact that these benchmarks have been used widely for evaluation
of automated repair techniques (Le Goues et al. 2012b, 2015; Weimer et al. 2013; Qi et al.
2015; Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Martinez et al. 2017; Durieux et al. 2015; DeMarco
et al. 2014). The IntroClass defects are also well documented, publicly available, and used
in several automated technique evaluations, but the relatively small size of the defects and
the projects within which they are contained make them a poor dataset for our purposes. Our
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work evaluates techniques that work on C and Java defects, but does not explicitly compare
the languages to each other.
Automated repair approaches can be classified broadly into two classes: (1) Generateand-validate approaches create candidate patches (often via search-based software engineering (Harman 2007)) and then validate them, typically through testing (e.g., (Perkins
et al. 2009; Weimer et al. 2009; Alkhalaf et al. 2014; Carzaniga et al. 2013; Carzaniga et al.
2010; Coker and Hafiz 2013; Ke et al. 2015; Kim et al. 2013; Weimer et al. 2013; Liu et al.
2014; Sidiroglou-Douskos et al. 2015; Tan and Roychoudhury 2015; Debroy and Wong
2010; Qi et al. 2015; Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b). (2) Synthesis-based approaches use
constraints to build correct-by-construction patches via formal verification or inferred or
programmer-provided contracts or specifications (e.g., Wei et al. (2010), Pei et al. (2014),
Mechtaev et al. (2015), Mechtaev et al. (2016), and Jin et al. (2011)).
Generate-and-validate repair works by generating multiple candidate patches that might
address a particular bug and then validating the candidates to determine if they constitute a repair. In practice, the most common form of validation is testing. These approaches
differ in how they choose which locations to modify, which modifications are permitted, and how the candidates are evaluated. Some approaches use heuristic search over the
search space of patches by applying mutation and crossover selection; e.g., GenProg uses a
genetic algorithm (Weimer et al. 2009; Le Goues et al. 2012a, b), and TrpAutoRepair (Qi
et al. 2013) uses random search. Kali (Qi et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2017) and Debroy
and Wong (Debroy and Wong 2010) use exhaustive search over modification operators,
such as statement removal and conditional operations. SPR (Long and Rinard 2015) synthesizes candidate conditionals that can be inserted into programs. MT-APR (Jiang et al.
2016) uses metamorphic testing, eliminating the need for test oracles by instead of checking the correctness of individual test outputs, check testing results through verification of
relations among multiple test cases and their outputs. SearchRepair (Ke et al. 2015) uses
candidate code selected from other source code based on automatically-generated, desired
patch input-output relationship profiles to generate patches. Par (Kim et al. 2013) uses templates from historical developer-written patches as its set of allowed code modifications,
although these templates apply to only 15% of manually-written defect patches (Soto et al.
2016). Prophet (Long and Rinard 2016b) similarly learns templates from prior developerwritten patches, but in an automated manner. ClearView (Perkins et al. 2009) constructs
run-time patches using Daikon-mined data-value pre- and post-conditions (Ernst et al.
2001).
Some testing is concerned with non-functional properties (Ammann and Offutt 2008;
Galhotra et al. 2017) and errors outside of the codebase (Muşlu et al. 2013, 2015; Wang et al.
2015). Repair-like approaches can be applied in this context, e.g., (Langdon et al. 2016;
Petke et al. 2017; Schulte et al. 2014) for program improvement. Our study did not consider
repair of such non-functional properties, but future work could apply a similar methodology
in that context.
By contrast to test-based generate-and-validate repair mechanism, synthesis-based
approaches generate correct-by-construction patches, still, of course, limited by the quality
of the specification. Nopol (DeMarco et al. 2014), SemFix (Nguyen et al. 2013), DirectFix (Mechtaev et al. 2015), and Angelfix (Mechtaev et al. 2016) use SMT or SAT constraints
to encode test-based specifications. (SearchRepair (Ke et al. 2015) mentioned earlier also
uses SMT-constraints to encode desired input-output relationships.) AutoFix (Wei et al.
2010; Pei et al. 2014) and AFix (Jin et al. 2011) deterministically generate patches using
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manually-specified pre- and post-condition contracts, with AFix targeting atomicity violations in concurrent programs. Synthesis-based approaches can repair not only software but
also software tests, e.g., SPECTR (Yang et al. 2012). Real-world specifications are often
partial, but higher quality specifications, e.g., contracts (Wei et al. 2010; Pei et al. 2014),
do tend to produce better quality patches (Smith et al. 2015). This observation has implications for systems that make runtime decisions, such as self-adaptive systems, e.g., Brun
and Medvidovic (2007a, 2007b); Brun et al. (2015), suggesting that perhaps high-quality
specifications are necessary in that context to improve adaptation quality.
Many of these automated repair techniques evaluate using real-world defects obtained
through ad-hoc case studies, manual search through bug databases, industrial partnerships,
and informal communication with developers. Our study covers many of these techniques,
particularly ones evaluated on publicly available benchmarks, and can be applied to other
techniques as well. While some of these approaches are designed to tackle specific types of
defects (e.g., AFix), the techniques’ evaluations do not focus on which types of defects, and
which defect characteristics positively, and negatively, affect repairability.

7 Contributions
Automated program repair has recently become a popular area of research, but most evaluations of repair techniques focus on how many defects a technique can produce a patch
for. This paper, for the first time, analyzes how characteristics of the defects, the test suites,
and the developer-written patches correlate with the repair techniques’ ability to produce
patches, and to a smaller degree, produce high-quality patches. The paper studies seven
popular repair techniques applied to two large defect benchmarks of real-world defects.
We find that automated repair techniques are less likely to produce patches for defects
that required developers to write a lot of code or edit many files, or that have many tests relevant to the defect, and that Java techniques are moderately more likely to produce patches
for high-priority defects. The time it took developers to fix a defect does not correlate with
automated repair techniques’ ability to produce patches. A test suite’s coverage also does
not correlate with the ability to produce patches, but higher coverage correlated with higherquality patches. Finally, automated repair techniques had a harder time fixing defects that
required developers to add loops or new function calls, or change method signatures.
We produce a methodology and data that extend the ManyBugs and Defects4J benchmarks to enable evaluating new automated repair techniques, answering questions such as
“can automated repair techniques repair defects that are hard for developers to repair, or
defects that developers consider important?”
Our findings both raise concerns about automated repair’s applicability in practice, and
also provide promise that, in some situations, automated repair can properly patch important
and hard defects. Recent work on evaluating repair quality (Brun et al. 2013; Smith et al.
2015; Qi et al. 2015; Martinez et al. 2017; Durieux et al. 2015) has led to work to improve
the quality of patches produced by automated repair (Long and Rinard 2015, 2016b; Ke
et al. 2015). Our position is that our work will similarly inspire new research into improving
the applicability of automated repair to hard and important defects.
Acknowledgements This work is supported by the National Science Foundation under grants CCF1453474 and CCF-1564162.
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Appendix A: Importance and Difficulty Data
Table 1 describes the relevant concrete parameters for each of the bug tracking systems,
project-hosting platforms, and defect benchmarks. We omit the semantics of the specific
names the various systems and platforms use. This information is available from the underlying bug tracking systems and project-hosting platforms. Table 2 shows the mapping from
concrete parameters to abstract parameters and to the five defect characteristics.

Table 1 We used grounded theory to extract from bug tracking systems, project-hosting platforms, and
defect benchmarks the concrete parameters relevant to defect importance and difficulty, as well as several
other parameters interesting to correlate with automated repair techniques’ ability to repair the defect
Issue
tracking
system

Concrete parameters relevant to importance
or difficulty

Other relevant concrete parameters

Bugzilla

importance (priority and severity), target milestone, dependencies
(depends on and blocks), reported,
modified, time tracking (orig. est.,
current est., hours worked, hours
left, %complete, gain, deadline),
priority, components

hardware (platform and OS), keywords, personal tags

FogBugz

priority, milestones, die, subcases

areas, category

GitHub

−

labels

Google code

open, closed, blockedon, blocking,
priority, reproducible, star

summary+labels

HP ALM/Quality
Center

severity, closing date, detected on
date, priority, reproducible, estimated fix time, view linked entities

—

IBM Rational
ClearQuest

severity, priority

keywords

JIRA

component/s, votes, watchers, due,
created, updated, resolved, estimate, remaining, logged, priority,
severity, affects versions, fix versions

environment, labels

Mantis

reproducibility, date submitted, last update

category, profile, platform, OS, tags

Redmine

priority, updated, related issues,
associated revisions, start, due date,
estimated time(hours)

category

SourceForge

created, updated, priority, milestone

keywords, milestone

Trac

component, priority, milestone

keywords

Defects4J

# of files in the developer-written
patch, # of lines in the developerwritten patch, # of relevant tests, #
of triggering tests, coverage information of test suit

—

ManyBugs

# of files in the developer-written
patch, # of lines in the developerwritten patch, # of positive tests, #
of negative tests

developer-written patch modifications types, defect types
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Table 2 Mapping of the concrete parameters from Table 1 to the eleven abstract parameters and then to the
five defect characteristics
Defect
characteristic

Abstract
parameter

Concrete
parameters

Importance

Time to fix: the amount of time (days)
taken by developer(s) to fix a defect.
This is computed as the time difference
between when the issue was reported
and when the issue was resolved.
Depending on the issue tracking system,
different concrete parameters are used
to obtain these two timestamps.
Priority: importance of fixing a defect
in terms of defect priority. This is
obtained using priority assigned to the
defect. Different issue tracking systems
use different values to denote low, normal, high, critical, blocker defects. We
use a scale of 1 to 5 corresponding to
these priority values (1 is the lowest
priority and 5 is the highest) and map
the values used by issue tracking systems to our scale. Significance is measured using the number of watchers for
a defect, or the number of votes.

reported, modified, time tracking (orig.
est., current est., hours worked, hours left,
%complete, gain, deadline), due, created,
updated, resolved, estimate, remaining,
logged, date submitted, last update, start,
due date, estimated time (hours), closing
date, detected on date, estimated fix time,
opened, closed, milestone
priority, importance (priority and
severity), watchers, votes, stars

Versions: effect of defect on different
versions of a project or other project
modules and components.

components, linked entities, affects versions, fix versions

File count:the number of files containing non-comment, non-blank-line edits
in the developer-written fix

information available from commits on
issue tracking systems and helper scripts
provided by Defects4J repository.

Line count: the total number of noncomment, non-blank lines of code in the
developer-written fix

information obtained using diff between
buggy and fixed source code files. Helper
scripts provided with Defects4J

Reproducibility: how easy it is to
reproduce the defect
Statement coverage: the fraction of the
lines in the files edited by the developerwritten patches that are executed by the
test suite
Triggering test count: number of
defect triggering test cases

reproducible, reproducibility

Complexity

Test
Effectiveness

Relevant test count: number of test
cases that execute at least one statement in at least one file edited by the
developer-written patch
Independence

Characteristics
of the developerwritten
patch

Dependents: number of defects (also
with URLs to issue tracking systems)
on which the fixing of a given defect
depends
Patch characteristics: characteristics of the developer-written patch
in terms of the type of code modifications done to fix the defect

provided by Defects4J framework

information provided in test.sh script
in ManyBugs and triggering tests in
Defects4J
information provided in test.sh
script in ManyBugs and relevant tests
in Defects4J
Dependencies (depends on and blocks),
blockedon, related issues, subcases

information about bug type available
within the ManyBugs metadata
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Appendix B: Availability of Data for Annotating Defects
Table 3 describes information about which abstract parameters were available in different
issue tracking systems used by ManyBugs and Defects4J projects and how the corresponding concrete parameters were used to annotate the defects. Figure 16 shows the number of
defects annotated for each abstract parameter using concrete parameters from bug trackers
and benchmarks.

Table 3 Information about abstract parameters obtained from the issue tracking systems
Project

Issue

Time to

Priority

Versions

Dependents

Reproducibility

number

NA

NA

tracking fix
system
ManyBugs
PHP

php

difference

bugs

between

NA

of values

timestamps

in “PHP

of “Modified”

Version”

and “Submitted”
python

python
bugs

difference
between timestamps of “Last
changed” and
“created on”

value of “Prior- number of ver- number of val- NA
ity” scaled to our sions in “Ver- ues in “Depenrange of [1,5] as: sions”
dencies”
low → 1; normal
→ 2; high →
3; critical → 4;
deferred blocker
→ 5; release
blocker → 5

gzip

mail
archive

NA

NA

number of ver- NA
sions in “Version”

NA

Debian
bugs

NA

value of “Sever- number of ver- NA
ity” scaled to our sions in “Verrange of [1,5] sion”
as: critical →
5; grave → 5;
serious → 4;
important → 3;
normal → 2;
minor → 1

NA

NA

number of ver- value of
sions in “Ver- “Depends
sion”
on:”

NA

value of
“Importance”

number of ver- information
sions in “Ver- in “Depension” field
dency
tree/graph”

NA

libtiff

Bugzilla difference
Map
in timesTools
tamps of
“Modified” and
“Reported”

valgrind KDE
Bug
tracking
System

difference
in timestamps of
“Modified” and
“Reported”
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Table 3

(continued)

Project

Issue
tracking
system

Time to
fix

Priority

Versions

Dependents Reproducibility

lighttpd

Redmine

NA

value of “Priority:” scaled to our
range of [1,5] as:
low → 1; normal → 2; high →
3; urgent → 4;
immediate → 5

values in
“Target
version:”

NA

CommonMath Apache
issues

value of
“Open
→
Resolved”
field in
“Transitions”
tab

value of “Priority”

number of number
versions in of “Issue
“Affected Links”
versions”
and
“fix
versions”

NA

CommonLang Apache
issues

value
of,“Open
→
Resolved”
field in
“Transitions”
tab

value of “Priority”

number of number
versions
of “Issue
in,“Affected Links”
versions”
and “fix
versions”

NA

NA

Defects4J

JFreeChart

Sourceforge difference
between
timestamps
of “Updated”
and “Created”

value of “Prior- NA
ity” scaled to our
range of [1,5] as:
4 → 1; 5 → 2; 6
→ 3,7; 8 → 4;9
→5

NA

NA

JodaTime

Github

NA

NA

NA

NA

value of “Prior- NA
ity” scaled to our
range [1,5] as: 4
→ 1; 5 → 2; 6 →
3,7; 8 → 4;9 → 5

NA

NA

difference
between
timestamps
of “Created”
and
“Last
Commit”

Sourceforge difference
between
timestamps
of “Updated”
and
“Created”
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time to fix:
priority:
versions:

105
25
111

file count:
line count:
reproducibility:

185
185
0

ManyBugs
statement coverage:
triggering test count:
relevant test count:

133
185
185

dependents:
patch characteristics:

88
185

time to fix:
priority:
versions:

203
191
169

file count:
line count:
reproducibility:

224
224
0

Defects4J
statement coverage:
triggering test count:
relevant test count:

224
224
224

dependents:
patch characteristics:

169
224

Fig. 16 The number of defects annotated for each abstract parameter using the information described in
Table 3 and data available in the ManyBugs and Defects4J benchmarks
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